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ABSTRACT
The rapid development of large language models such as ChatGPT have made them particularly useful to developers in generating code snippets for their projects. To understand how ChatGPT’s generated code is leveraged by developers, we conducted an empirical study of 3,044 ChatGPT-generated code snippets integrated within GitHub projects. A median of 54% of the generated lines of code is found in the project’s code and this code typically remains unchanged once added. The modifications of the 76 code snippets that changed in a subsequent commit, consisted of minor functionality changes and code reorganizations that were made within a day. Our findings offer insights that help drive the development of AI-assisted programming tools. We highlight the importance of making changes in ChatGPT code before integrating it into a project.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rise of Large Language Models (LLMs), especially the Generative Pre-trained Transformers (GPT) series by OpenAI, has revealed a new era in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and software development. ChatGPT [15] is OpenAI’s chatbot that utilizes the GPT family of models. Users can chat with the model to receive context-aware, human-like responses. A notable area where ChatGPT has shown significant promise is in software development. Developers have been increasingly relying on the model to generate code snippets [9, 23, 28, 29]. This trend has sparked interest in the academic community, leading to numerous studies focusing on the correctness, and applicability of ChatGPT-generated code in real-world scenarios [11, 12, 14, 18, 20, 27].

Despite the growing body of research on ChatGPT and other large language models, there remains a gap in our understanding of the longevity (how long it takes for code to change in a project) and evolution (the nature of the subsequent changes) of AI-generated code in software development contexts. Our study narrows this gap by conducting an empirical analysis of how ChatGPT-generated code is integrated within GitHub projects. By examining the integration, modification, and deletion of this code, we seek to provide insights into AI-aided software development. Specifically, we focus on the following research questions:

RQ1: How much of ChatGPT’s generated code is changed by developers? We analyzed the integration of ChatGPT’s generated code into GitHub projects by examining the percentage of code used and the likelihood of further changes. We found that a median of 54% of lines of code from a ChatGPT-generated code snippet is embedded in a GitHub project. Moreover, making a subsequent change to the integrated code within a GitHub project is uncommon.

RQ2: How long does ChatGPT-generated code stay unchanged in a project? To understand when a ChatGPT-generated code snippet might change, we explored for how long the code snippets have been integrated in GitHub projects, and how long until a change is made to the code snippet. A ChatGPT-generated code snippet remains in a project for a median of 89 days, and if the code snippet is changed, it is typically done so within a day.

RQ3: What types of changes do developers make to ChatGPT’s generated code? We manually categorized the types of modifications made to the generated code snippets after their integration into a project. We observed that of the 76 code snippets that changed in a subsequent commit, 14 code snippets were deleted. The remaining generated code snippets undergo modifications, often involving minor functionality changes, reorganization of the code or name refinements.

The main contributions of our paper are as follows:
• The first empirical study on how code generated by ChatGPT is integrated into software projects on GitHub.
• A categorization of the types of changes made to ChatGPT-generated code in GitHub repositories.

2 METHODOLOGY
This section outlines our methodology for analyzing code snippets generated by ChatGPT and their integration into open source projects. Figure 1 gives an overview of our methodology.

2.1 Selecting conversations with code snippets
We utilized the DevGPT dataset [1, 25], which features developer and ChatGPT conversations as explicitly linked by developers in GitHub projects. The dataset includes commits, pull-requests, files, issues, or discussions that connect to a ChatGPT conversation. In cases where the recorded conversation leads to generated code, the
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Figure 1: Overview diagram of our methodology

resulting code snippets are stored in the dataset. A linked conversation does not always contain a ChatGPT-generated code snippet; as a result, a single conversation may include anywhere from 0 to multiple code snippets. We specifically focus on ChatGPT conversations linked in commits within GitHub projects to ensure there is at least one code snippet.

2.2 Cleaning the data

In this step, we remove all non-English conversations from the dataset using the langdetect [19] Python library. We also removed conversations that were linked with four inaccessible repositories. After cleaning the data, we were left with 9,610 code snippets from 56 GitHub repositories.

2.3 Collecting integrated code snippets

Since the DevGPT [25] data only shows the conversations between developers and ChatGPT, it is unknown how much and which of the code generated by ChatGPT during a conversation is integrated into a project. We utilized Git diff with the tool PyDriller [21] to identify which lines of a generated code snippet were integrated into a project’s main branch in GitHub. The Git diff output shows the different lines between two commits. At this stage, for each generated code snippet, we only collected the added lines from the Git diff output (as we focus on code that was added into the project). Once we identify a code line from ChatGPT that matches an added line in the Git diff, we consider this as a matched code pair. However, sometimes, an exact match of two lines is not sufficient to identify matched code pairs. For example, in Listing 1, the developer [5] obtained a code snippet from ChatGPT to configure virtual machines. The developer reduced the assigned number of CPUs from 4 to 2 when integrating the code into the project. We consider this a match as well because the vast majority of the line was generated by ChatGPT.

To include such pairs, we calculate the Levenshtein distance with Python’s Levenshtein library [8] for string comparisons of each code line. The Levenshtein distance (Lv distance) measures the difference between two strings. Thus, rather than relying on exact string matching, the Lv distance allows for a degree of flexibility to account for minor variations in code integration, such as discrepancies in assigned numbers. The matched strings are recorded in the output dictionary as illustrated in Figure 1. A range of Lv distance thresholds were empirically tested, and a threshold of 2 was chosen as optimal.

Through this method, we identified 3,044 out of 9,610 ChatGPT-generated code snippets were at least partially integrated into GitHub projects. We use the 3,044 code snippets in further analysis.

2.4 Collecting subsequent changes of integrated code snippets

After the collection of 3,044 code snippets that were integrated into GitHub projects, we further analyzed the evolution of their code lines. We used PyDriller to trace commit histories over the main branch only, focusing on subsequent changes to the same files that contain those integrated code snippets from ChatGPT. Attention was given to deleted code lines, since any modifications to a code line are represented as deletions in Git diff files. For example, the subsequent commit for the code in Listing 1 shows that it was removed the next day. We recorded any modified lines into the output dictionary as illustrated in Figure 1. We identified 76 code snippets that were changed in a subsequent commit.

3 RESULTS

In this section, we answer our three research questions.

3.1 RQ 1: How much of ChatGPT’s generated code is changed by developers?

**Motivation:** We analyze how much of ChatGPT’s generated code is changed before it is integrated into a project. Our insights can

Listing 1: Example of a ChatGPT-generated code snippet (left) that was integrated in a GitHub project (right). All lines were matched (including line 4) with the Lv distance set to 2.
help drive the development of tools for AI-assisted programming (e.g., such as those that suggest hints on how to change a generated code snippet).

**Approach:** We analyzed the number of lines of code (LOC), including comments, generated by ChatGPT in a given code snippet, as well as the number of LOC that match in GitHub projects.

To calculate the percentage of lines of code in a GitHub project derived from a single code snippet generated by ChatGPT, we use the following formula:

\[
\text{% Code Snippet Used} = \frac{\# \text{ LOC integrated into the project}}{\# \text{ LOC generated by ChatGPT}}
\]

**Findings:** A median of 54% of the generated ChatGPT code snippet is embedded in a GitHub project. Figure 2 shows a boxplot of the percentage of ChatGPT-generated lines of code used in GitHub. Only 319 of the 3,044 studied ChatGPT code snippets are found entirely in GitHub project files. The median number of lines of code added to GitHub from a single code snippet is 28, whereas the median number of lines of code provided by ChatGPT in a single code snippet is 52. These numbers show that in the vast majority of cases, developers need to edit ChatGPT code before including it in their projects.

Once added to a GitHub project, it is uncommon for code from ChatGPT to be changed again. Only 76 (2.5%) of the 3,044 integrated ChatGPT code snippets were changed in a subsequent commit (with a median change of 1 line of code). Only 5 of the 76 code snippets integrated ChatGPT’s generated code as-is.

Only 10% of the code snippets are copied from ChatGPT as-is. However, once a code snippet from ChatGPT is integrated in a GitHub project, only 2.5% change again with a median change of 1 line.

### 3.2 RQ 2: How long does ChatGPT-generated code stay unchanged in a project?

**Motivation:** By investigating how long until developers require changes to ChatGPT-generated code, we seek to gain insights into the longevity of ChatGPT-generated code in software development.

**Approach:** We analyze the number of days between the integration of the ChatGPT code and its first change (or our data collection date if the code did not change).

**Findings:** ChatGPT code snippets have been integrated in GitHub projects for a median of 89 days. Figure 3 shows the number of days since ChatGPT-generated code that was not changed in a subsequent commit has been added to GitHub. This finding indicates the sustained presence of AI-generated code snippets in software projects.

If ChatGPT code changes in a subsequent commit, it typically does so in less than a day from when it was first added. If code is changed within GitHub after being added, it is done within the same day with the exception of a 4 outliers that take longer (between 1 and 12 days).

ChatGPT-generated code copied into GitHub projects has been integrated for a median of 89 days. If a change is required to the integrated code it is usually done within a day.

### 3.3 RQ 3: What types of changes do developers make to ChatGPT’s generated code?

**Motivation:** We categorize the types of changes that developers made to ChatGPT-generated code to help developers who use AI-assistance better understand which types of code changes are common. This better understanding can in turn drive the development of better tools for supporting AI-assisted programming.

**Approach:** We perform open card sorting on the 76 code snippets that were changed after their initial commit on GitHub. Card sorting [22] is a common technique used to organize information and create mental models. In our case, we make use of open card sorting to categorize the types of changes made to ChatGPT code when changed in GitHub. Each of the authors performed card sorting on the code snippets individually. Then the authors sat down to discuss any discrepancies and reach a consensus.

**Findings:** 18% of the code snippets changed in a subsequent commit are deleted, whereas the other 82% of code snippets are modified. Table 1 shows that 14 of the 76 (18%) ChatGPT-generated code snippets that are changed in a subsequent commit are deleted from the GitHub project; the rest of the code snippets were modified. The modifications consisted of minor functionality changes, code reorganization and naming refinements.

**Minor functionality changes** (36%) consist of changes that have only a minor impact on the functionality. For example, a declaration such as `var picks = this.getPicks();` was changed to `const pick = this.getPicks();` [3] We found 27 code snippets that required minor functionality changes such as changing the type of a variable or a small part of a used regular expression. This shows that ChatGPT-generated code may require small changes to be properly integrated with the project’s existing code.
The body of research on the code generated by large language models (LLMs) has been employed to write code for various software development tasks such as automatic program repair [16, 17, 24], and unit tests [20, 27]. Some studies [14, 18] have analyzed ChatGPT’s ability at solving Leetcode [2] problems, revealing that ChatGPT out-performs novice programmers and has a success rate of 72% of generating correct solutions. To aid in checking the correctness of code generated by LLMs, Liu et al. [11] built a new evaluation framework for benchmarking code on LLMs to examine their true correctness.

Further, studies have explored the quality of code generated by LLMs [6, 7, 13, 26]. For example, Liu et al. [12] studied the code quality of 4,066 pieces of generated code from ChatGPT, and ChatGPT’s self-debugging capability. The authors found that code quality is an issue in code generated by ChatGPT and that debugging is heavily influenced by feedback given by users.

While existing literature focuses on characteristics (e.g., quality and correctness) of code generated by LLMs, such as ChatGPT, our work is the first to analyze how developers make use of code generated by ChatGPT within their software projects. We aim to understand how the generated code snippets are used by developers and if they require changes once integrated.

### 4 THREATS TO VALIDITY

**Internal validity**: A potential threat to the validity of our study is that the data we analyze is recent. As such, some developers have not yet needed to change ChatGPT’s generated code. From Figure 3 it seems that most of ChatGPT’s generated code has been in its respective repository for a considerable amount of time, but we encourage future studies to examine if our findings hold over a longer period of time.

Further, the Lr distance threshold used in our study is fixed to 2. Higher or lower thresholds may produce more matched code pairs depending on dataset and programming language used. For our study, we found the value 2 optimal to incorporate any changes but leave out minute details such as brackets.

**External validity**: In our study we rely on developers to link ChatGPT conversations to their GitHub commits. Thus, our findings are only based on the commits that explicitly state the use of ChatGPT code and may not be generalizable to repositories that use ChatGPT generated code without stating it.

Further, our results are solely based on open-source projects on GitHub; therefore, our results may not generalize to projects on other platforms or closed-source projects.

### 5 RELATED WORK

The body of research on the code generated by large language models (LLMs) has grown rapidly since the release of popular large language models such as GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. Ensuring correctness of code generation is imperative as the code generated by large language models has been employed to write code for various software development tasks such as automatic program repair [16, 17, 24], and unit tests [20, 27]. Some studies [14, 18] have analyzed ChatGPT’s ability at solving Leetcode problems, revealing that ChatGPT out-performs novice programmers and has a success rate of 72% of generating correct solutions. To aid in checking the correctness of code generated by LLMs, Liu et al. [11] built a new evaluation framework for benchmarking code on LLMs to examine their true correctness.

Further, studies have explored the quality of code generated by LLMs [6, 7, 13, 26]. For example, Liu et al. [12] studied the code quality of 4,066 pieces of generated code from ChatGPT, and ChatGPT’s self-debugging capability. The authors found that code quality is an issue in code generated by ChatGPT and that debugging is heavily influenced by feedback given by users.

While existing literature focuses on characteristics (e.g., quality and correctness) of code generated by LLMs, such as ChatGPT, our work is the first to analyze how developers make use of code generated by ChatGPT within their software projects. We aim to understand how the generated code snippets are used by developers and if they require changes once integrated.

### 6 ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS

When conducting research, it is imperative to be conscientious of various ethical implications. First, privacy concerns can emerge as we analyze data within GitHub without explicit consent. Further, proper credits should be given to the authors of their repositories when discussing them in written work. We ensure that all code used from GitHub projects is linked within our references. Finally, to ensure that our report is transparent and reproducible, we made our replication package available at [10].

### 7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze the integration of 3,044 ChatGPT generated code snippets in GitHub projects. To augment the DevGPT data (consisting of ChatGPT and developer conversations), we search through commit histories in GitHub to trace the evolution of ChatGPT’s generated code. We find that a median of 54% of ChatGPT’s generated code is added to GitHub and it is uncommon for this code to be changed again. Of the 76 code snippets that eventually are changed a subsequent time in GitHub the change is typically made to be changed again. Of the 76 code snippets that eventually are changed a subsequent time in GitHub the change is typically made within a day and consists of a median of 1 line of code. Typically, the changes involve modifications such as minor functionality changes, name refinement, and code reorganization. Our findings offer insights that can inform the advancement of AI-assisted programming tools.
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